Infrared radiation emitted from a planet contains information about the chemical composition and vertical temperature profile of its atmosphere 1-3 . If upper layers are cooler than lower layers, molecular gases will produce absorption features in the planetary thermal spectrum 4,5 . Conversely, if there is a stratospherewhere temperature increases with altitude-these molecular features will be observed in emission [6] [7] [8] . It has been suggested that stratospheres could form in highly irradiated exoplanets 9,10 , but the extent to which this occurs is unresolved both theoretically 11, 12 and observationally 3,13-15 . A previous claim for the presence of a stratosphere 14 remains open to question, owing to the challenges posed by the highly variable host star and the low spectral resolution of the measurements 3 . Here we report a near-infrared thermal spectrum for the ultrahot gas giant WASP-121b, which has an equilibrium temperature of approximately 2,500 kelvin. Water is resolved in emission, providing a detection of an exoplanet stratosphere at 5σ confidence. These observations imply that a substantial fraction of incident stellar radiation is retained at high altitudes in the atmosphere, possibly by absorbing chemical species such as gaseous vanadium oxide and titanium oxide.
Infrared radiation emitted from a planet contains information about the chemical composition and vertical temperature profile of its atmosphere [1] [2] [3] . If upper layers are cooler than lower layers, molecular gases will produce absorption features in the planetary thermal spectrum 4, 5 . Conversely, if there is a stratospherewhere temperature increases with altitude-these molecular features will be observed in emission [6] [7] [8] . It has been suggested that stratospheres could form in highly irradiated exoplanets 9, 10 , but the extent to which this occurs is unresolved both theoretically 11, 12 and observationally 3,13-15 . A previous claim for the presence of a stratosphere 14 remains open to question, owing to the challenges posed by the highly variable host star and the low spectral resolution of the measurements 3 . Here we report a near-infrared thermal spectrum for the ultrahot gas giant WASP-121b, which has an equilibrium temperature of approximately 2,500 kelvin. Water is resolved in emission, providing a detection of an exoplanet stratosphere at 5σ confidence. These observations imply that a substantial fraction of incident stellar radiation is retained at high altitudes in the atmosphere, possibly by absorbing chemical species such as gaseous vanadium oxide and titanium oxide.
We observed a secondary eclipse of WASP-121b on 10 November 2016 using the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3). Time series spectra were acquired using the G141 grism, which covers the 1.1-1.7 μ m wavelength range. A secondary eclipse of WASP-121b was also observed with the Spitzer space telescope on 30 January 2017 in the 3.6 μ m photometric channel of the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC). Further details of the observing set-up and reduction of these data sets are provided in Methods.
For the WFC3 data, we produced a wavelength-integrated 'white' light curve by summing each spectrum along the dispersion axis (Fig. 1) . The white light curve exhibits instrumental systematics, most notably a quasi-repeatable ramp within each HST orbit, which is a well-known systematic that affects HST/WFC3 data 4, 5, [16] [17] [18] [19] . We modelled the planet eclipse signal and instrumental systematics simultaneously by treating the data as a Gaussian process. The eclipse mid-time T mid and planetto-star surface flux ratio F p /F s were allowed to vary in the fitting, while the planet-to-star radius ratio R p /R s , normalized semi-major axis a/R s , orbital inclination i, and orbital period P were held fixed to previously determined values 19, 20 . Details of our light curve model and fitting procedure for both WFC3 and IRAC are provided in Methods. The best-fit model for the WFC3 light curve is shown in Fig. 1 , and results are reported in Extended Data Table 1 .
We produced spectroscopic light curves by summing each WFC3 spectrum within 28 channels across the 1.122-1.642 μ m wavelength range. As described in Methods, we adopted a commonly used approach to remove wavelength-independent systematics as well as systematics arising from pointing shifts along the dispersion axis for each spectroscopic light curve 19 . The resulting time series are wellbehaved and exhibit minimal residual correlations (Extended Data Fig. 1 ). We fitted the spectroscopic light curves using the same Gaussian process methodology as described above and in Methods for the white light curve analysis, but only allowed F p /F s to vary while holding T mid fixed to the value determined for the white light curve. The best-fit models are shown in Extended Data Fig. 1 and the results are reported in Extended Data Table 2 .
The wavelength-dependent eclipse depths measured with HST and Spitzer are shown in Fig. 2 and comprise the thermal emission spectrum for WASP-121b. A number of previous measurements of thermal emission from ultrahot gas giants have been consistent with radiation from isothermal blackbodies 16, 18 . This may indicate that the atmospheric temperature remains constant over the pressures probed by the different wavelengths, or that the same pressure level is probed at all wavelengths, which could be the case if there is an optically thick cloud deck across the dayside hemisphere. Alternatively, the data precision may simply not be high enough to exclude an isothermal blackbody. When we fitted an isothermal blackbody to the WASP-121b thermal spectrum, we obtain a best-fit atmospheric temperature of 2,700 ± 10 K. However, this model, which is shown in Fig. 2 by the yellow line, provides a poor fit to the data with a χ 2 of 83.9 for 29 degrees of freedom. This allows us to exclude an isothermal blackbody spectrum for WASP-121b at 5σ confidence.
The inability of an isothermal blackbody to explain the data implies that the thermal spectrum probes a range of atmospheric layers with different temperatures. Given that the emission is strongest at 1.35-1.55 μ m and 1.20-1.25 μ m (Fig. 2) , the temperature must be higher at pressures for which the atmosphere is optically thick at these wavelengths. For a decreasing temperature-pressure (T-P) profile (that is, where temperature decreases as pressure decreases), this would only be possible if the opacity of the atmosphere were relatively low within these bands compared to the surrounding wavelengths. However, no letter reSeArCH plausible gas-phase absorber-such as H 2 . An increasing T-P profile is the only remaining possibility, with the strength of the thermal emission positively correlating with the atmospheric opacity.
To further interpret the measured spectrum, we performed a retrieval analysis to constrain the T-P profile and chemical species present in the atmosphere [1] [2] [3] . In our retrieval, we allowed the abundances of H 2 O, TiO, VO, FeH, CrH, CO, CH 4 and NH 3 to vary as free parameters, and assumed that these gases are well mixed vertically throughout the atmosphere. A one-dimensional analytic formulation was adopted for the T-P profile, which assumes radiative equilibrium and is flexible enough to describe atmospheres with and without stratospheres 2, 3, 23 . Further details of our retrieval methodology are provided in Methods.
Our best-fit thermal spectrum from the retrieval analysis is shown by the red line in Fig. 2 , and gives a good fit to the data with a χ 2 value of 26.6 for 25 degrees of freedom. This model includes only H 2 O and VO opacity, as we found the inclusion of other molecules was not justified by the current data (see Methods). The retrieved T-P profiles are shown in Fig. 3 , and high-altitude absorption of incident stellar radiation at optical wavelengths by VO, as well as by TiO, has been proposed as a possible mechanism for forming stratospheres in strongly irradiated exoplanets 9, 10 . However, although the inferred H 2 O abundance is broadly consistent with solar elemental abundances in chemical equilibrium, the 95% lower credible limit for the inferred VO abundance is about 1,000× solar. Such a high inferred VO abundance warrants scepticism. For instance, there is a well-known modelling degeneracy between the absolute pressure level of a stratosphere and the abundance letter reSeArCH of optical absorbers such as VO, with higher abundances giving stratospheres at lower pressures and vice versa 10 . It is also possible that the relatively simple T-P profile adopted in the retrieval analysis produces a biased VO abundance estimate, as it forces the atmosphere to be isothermal at low pressures ( Fig. 3 ) and does not account for three-dimensional effects or non-equilibrium chemistry. Alternatively, the 1.20-1.25 μ m feature could be emission from some other unknown source. Given these caveats, a robust detection or non-detection of VO must await further observations that are capable of spectrally resolving the emission bands at high signal-to-noise ratio; for example, with the upcoming James Webb Space Telescope. Nonetheless, the conclusion that WASP-121b has a stratosphere appears secure, as the data resolve H 2 O in emission while ruling out isothermal and decreasing T-P profiles at high confidence.
Using an approach described in previous studies 9 , 24 , we calculate that a heat deposit equivalent to more than 20% of the incident stellar flux at pressures below 10 −3 bar is required to raise the stratosphere temperature to about 2,700 K (Fig. 3 ). Direct absorption of impinging stellar radiation by gaseous species with strong optical bands seems the most plausible means to achieve this. To estimate the required opacity of the putative absorber, we generated radiative-convective equilibrium models including a parameterized grey absorber across optical wavelengths 11, 12 assuming 1× and 15× solar elemental abundances, with TiO and VO opacities removed. We find the predicted emission spectra and H 2 O emission features are in reasonable agreement with the data for opacities of 0.02 cm 2 g −1 for the 1× solar case and 0.06 cm 2 g
for the 15× solar case (Extended Data Fig. 4 ). Alternative heating mechanisms, such as the breaking of upward-propagating gravity waves, are not expected to produce energy fluxes of the required magnitude 25, 26 . Strong absorption within high-altitude clouds could also potentially produce a stratosphere 27 . However, it is unclear whether a significant cloud deck could be maintained on the dayside hemisphere of WASP-121b, as the high temperatures are likely to inhibit the condensation of even the most refractory compounds of elements such as V, Ti, Ca and Fe (ref. 28).
WASP-121b is the first exoplanet with a stratosphere for which resolved spectral features have been observed in emission. Previous stratosphere detection claims have either since been revised 3, 13 or are based on measurements of excess thermal emission without resolved spectral features 14, 15 . Published thermal spectra for other gas-giant exoplanets are either indistinguishable from isothermal emission 16, 18 or otherwise consistent with decreasing temperature profiles 4, 5, 17 . These results are in line with the overall finding that irradiated gas-giant atmospheres exhibit a wide range of properties 29 . Expanding the sample of ultrahot exoplanets with measured thermal emission spectra will be central to making sense of this diversity, particularly as we enter the era of the James Webb Space Telescope, which is anticipated to vastly improve the quality of exoplanet spectra across the near-to-mid-infrared wavelength range.
Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these sections appear only in the online paper. Supplementary Information is available in the online version of the paper. . We observed the target for 6.9 h over five HST orbits, which covered the full planetary eclipse lasting 2.9 h. The first two HST orbits occurred before eclipse ingress, the third and fourth orbits occurred during the eclipse, and the fifth orbit occurred after the completion of eclipse egress (Fig. 1) .
Author Contributions
Observations were made in spectroscopic mode using forward-scanning with the G141 grism and a scan rate of 0.12 arcsec s −1 . Overheads were reduced by only reading out the 256 × 256 pixel subarray containing the target spectrum. We adopted the SPARS10 sampling sequence with 15 non-destructive reads per exposure (NSAMP = 15) resulting in total integration times of 103 s and scans across 100-pixel rows of the cross-dispersion axis. With this configuration, we obtained 14 science exposures in the first HST orbit and 16 exposures in each subsequent HST orbit. Typical count levels remained below 2.5 × 10 4 electrons per pixel. HST/WFC3 data reduction. The target flux was extracted from the IMA files produced by the CALWF3 pipeline (v3.4) by taking the difference between successive non-destructive reads. The background was removed by subtracting the median count in a box of pixels spanning 110 columns along the dispersion axis and 20 rows along the cross-dispersion axis well away from the target spectrum. For each read-difference, we determined the flux-weighted centre of the scanned spectrum along the cross-dispersion axis and set to zero all pixel values located more than 35 pixels above and below this pixel row. This removed flux contributions from nearby contaminant stars and cosmic ray strikes from the masked region. Final reconstructed frames were produced by adding together the read-differences.
The target spectrum was then extracted from each frame by summing the flux within a rectangular aperture spanning the full dispersion axis and positioned on the central cross-dispersion row of the scan. We did this for a range of different cross-dispersion aperture widths spanning 100 to 200 pixels in ten-pixel increments. The wavelength solution was determined by cross-correlating each target spectrum against a Phoenix stellar model 31 with properties similar to the WASP-121 host star (effective temperature T eff = 6,400 K, log[g (cgs)] = 4.0, Fe/H = 0) modulated by the throughput of the G141 grism. HST/WFC3 white light curve analysis. White light curves were generated for each trial aperture by summing the spectra along the dispersion axis (Fig. 1) . Before fitting the light curves, we discarded the first HST orbit because of the particularly strong ramp systematic it exhibited, which is a well-known feature of WFC3 data sets 4, 5, [16] [17] [18] [19] 32, 33 . We also discarded the first exposure of each remaining HST orbit as these had significantly lower counts than subsequent exposures in the same orbit.
To model the white light curves we adopted a Gaussian process methodology similar to that outlined in our previous work 19 . We defined our data likelihood as a multivariate normal distribution with a deterministic mean function μ to model the planetary eclipse signal and covariance matrix K to capture additional correlations in the data, such that:
where p denotes a probability density function, d is a vector containing the flux measurements, u is a vector containing the mean function parameters, w is a vector containing the covariance parameters, N denotes a multivariate normal distribution, and Σ is a diagonal matrix containing the squared photon-noise uncertainties for each data point. For the mean function μ , we used: For the covariance function, we adopted a Matérn ν = 3/2 kernel with HST orbital phase φ, dispersion drift x, and cross-dispersion drift y as the input variables. As with time t for the linear trend in the mean function μ , each of these input variables was standardized before being provided as input to the Gaussian process (that is, mean-subtracted and divided by the standard deviation). Thus, the entries of the covariance matrix were given by:
where A defines the characteristic correlation amplitude and:
where η φ , η x and η y are the inverse correlation length scales and the hatted variables are standardized. 35 . We randomly initialized five groups of 150 walkers close to the maximum likelihood solution, which was located by minimizing the negative logarithm of the posterior distribution using nonlinear optimization as implemented by the fmin routine of the scipy.optimize Python software package 36 . Each of the five walker groups was run for 500 steps before discarding the first 250 steps as burn-in. The resulting five chains displayed good mixing and convergence, with Gelman-Rubin statistic values well within 1% for each model parameter 37 . The five individual chains were then combined to produce the final posterior samples.
This analysis was repeated for each of the trial apertures used to extract the target spectra (see above). All inferred values for F p /F s agreed to within 1σ regardless of the aperture used. We adopt the 160-pixel aperture reduction for the remainder of this study and report the MCMC results in Extended Data Table 1 . The standard deviation of the best-fit model residuals for this analysis was 64 p.p.m., which is within 4% of the theoretical photon-noise floor (Fig. 1) , while the other apertures gave either larger uncertainties for F p /F s or larger residual scatter relative to photon noise. HST/WFC3 spectroscopic light curve analysis. Spectroscopic light curves were produced using the same method as adopted in our previous work 19, 32, 33 . We started by identifying the out-of-eclipse spectra based on the best-fit white light curve model and taking the median of these to form a master stellar spectrum. For each individual spectrum, we determined the lateral shift along the dispersion axis and a wavelength-independent rescaling of the flux that minimized the residuals with the master spectrum. The residuals obtained in this way were binned into 28 spectroscopic channels across the 1.122-1.642 μ m wavelength range, which avoided the steep edges of the G141 grism response. Each channel spanned 4 pixel columns along the dispersion axis, equivalent to 0.019 μ m in wavelength. The time series of binned residuals were then added to the eclipse signal of the best-fit white light curve model to produce the spectroscopic light curves shown in Extended Data Fig. 1 . This process removed systematics due to pointing drifts along the dispersion axis and the wavelength-independent ('common-mode') component of the flux time series. The latter included the ramp systematic, but also the wavelength-integrated eclipse signal, hence manually adding the eclipse signal from the white light curve best-fit model back in the final step.
To fit the spectroscopic light curves, we adopted the same data likelihood and prior distributions as were used for the white light curve analysis. The only exception was that we did not fit for T mid as a free parameter but instead held it fixed to the best-fit value determined for the white light curve. We also adopted the same fitting methodology that was used for the white light curve analysis, first identifying the maximum likelihood solution by nonlinear least squares and using it as a starting point for affine-invariant MCMC to marginalize over the posterior distribution. The results are reported in Extended Data Table 2 and best-fit models are shown in Extended Data Fig. 1 . Median scatter in the best-fit model residuals across the 28 channels was equal to photon noise, with a 1σ range about the median of 90%-110% times photon noise.
As an aside, we note that the apparent size of WASP-121b when viewed from the zenith geometry at secondary eclipse could vary as a function of wavelength due to the wavelength-dependent opacity of the atmosphere. In transmission, this effect produces a variation in R p /R s of up to ∼ 0.4% about the mean across the WFC3 G141 bandpass 19 . Given that the eclipse depth scales as (R p /R s ) 2 , this translates to a potential bias in the inferred planetary flux of up to ∼ 0.8% in any given wavelength channel, which is well within the 1σ uncertainties obtained from our light curve fitting (Extended Data Table 2 ). Spitzer/IRAC observations, data reduction and light curve analysis. A single secondary eclipse of WASP-121b was observed using Spitzer/IRAC as part of Program 13044 (PI D.D.). Observations were made in the 3.6 μ m photometric letter reSeArCH channel using a 32 × 32 pixel subarray and an exposure time of 2.0 s per image. We observed the target for 8.5 h, which included the full eclipse, as well as a pre-eclipse baseline of 3.2 h and a post-eclipse baseline of 2.4 h. Data reduction was performed using the methodology described in our previous work 38, 39 . We analysed the light curve by fitting for an eclipse signal with F p /F s and T mid allowed to vary, while treating instrumental systematics caused by the intrapixel sensitivity variations of the IRAC detector with pixel level decorrelation (PLD) as described in ref. 39 . An 800,000 step MCMC was used to derive estimates for the model parameters, giving an eclipse depth of (R p /R s ) 2 F p /F s = 3,670 ± 130 p.p.m. and mid-time of T mid = 2,45 7,783.77740 ± 0.00068 (BJD TDB ). 1D atmosphere modelling of WASP-121b. We used the 1D atmosphere ATMO model [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] to perform forward and retrieval modelling of the measured WASP121b thermal emission spectrum. ATMO computes the 1D temperaturepressure (T-P) structure of an atmosphere in plane-parallel geometry. It can calculate forward models assuming radiative, convective and chemical equilibrium. It can also be used as a retrieval tool to compute the emission and transmission spectra from an input T-P profile and arbitrary chemical abundances 45 .
For the retrieval analysis, we used a model planetary atmosphere with 50 pressure levels evenly spaced in log pressure between 10 −8 bar and 500 bar. We adopted the parameterized T-P profile of ref. 23, fitting the data assuming either one or two optical channels. This gave three to five parameters for the T-P profile: the Planck mean thermal infrared opacity, κ IR ; the ratios of the optical to infrared opacities in the two channels, γ 1 and γ 2 ; a partition of the flux between the two optical channels, α; and an irradiation efficiency factor, β. We set the planetary radius equal to 1.694 Jupiter radii (R J ) which corresponds to the lowest-altitude probed by the near-infrared transmission spectrum 19 . An internal planetary temperature of 100 K was assumed and the same Phoenix stellar model as described above was used for the input flux from the WASP-121 host star.
We adopted uniform priors for all free parameters in our model with the following ranges: 10 −5 to 10 −0.5 for κ IR ; 10 −4 to 10 1.5 for γ 1 and γ 2 ; 0 to 1 for α; and 0 to 2 for β. Uniform priors between 0 and 0.05 were also adopted for the mixing ratios of chemical species other than H and He. The upper limit placed on the metal abundances is justified by the fact that WASP-121b is known to be a gas giant. We ran a suite of retrievals including various combinations of H 2 O, TiO, VO, FeH, CrH, CO, CH 4 and NH 3 , using nonlinear least-squares optimization to locate the minimum χ 2 solution for each model. However, we found that the inclusion of molecules other than H 2 O and VO did not offer a significant improvement in the fit to the data. This is quantified in Extended Data Table 3 , where we provide the full list of retrievals performed with accompanying Bayesian information criterion (BIC) values. We also found that using two optical channels rather than one for the T-P profile did not improve the quality of the fit nor did it substantially alter the inferred stratosphere profile. Thus, our final model had five free parameters: volume mixing ratios for H 2 O and VO plus κ IR , γ 1 , and β. For this model, we marginalized over the posterior distribution using differentialevolution MCMC 46 . We ran 10 chains for 30,000 steps each, at which point the Gelman-Rubin statistic for each free parameter was within 1% of unity, indicating that the chains were well-mixed and had reached a steady state. Following ref. 46 , we then discarded a burn-in phase from all chains corresponding to the step at which all chains had found a χ 2 below the median χ 2 value of the chain. The remaining samples were then combined into a single chain to estimate the posterior distribution. The results are reported in Extended Data Table 4 and plotted in Extended Data Fig. 5 .
A limitation of the retrieval analysis is that the inferred T-P profile is not derived self-consistently with the inferred chemical abundances. The latter determine the opacity of the atmosphere, which in turn controls the radiative transfer and thus the T-P profile. As a check, we used the chemical abundances obtained from the retrieval analysis to generate self-consistent T-P profiles in radiative-convective equilibrium. In one test, the VO abundance was set to the median value from the retrieval, and in a second test it was set to the lower value of the 1σ credible range. In both cases, the H 2 O abundance was set to its median value from the retrieval. The results are shown in Extended Data Fig. 4 . Between pressures of about 10 −3 bar to 10 −5 bar, the temperatures of the radiativeconvective equilibrium models range from approximately 2,400 K to 3,000 K, in agreement with the retrieved T-P profile shown in Fig. 3 at the uncertainty levels. The thermal spectra show H 2 O and VO emission features, with overall flux levels broadly matching those measured in the WFC3 G141 bandpass but giving a poorer agreement for the 3.6 μ m IRAC data point (Extended Data Fig. 4) . The approximate nature of the parameterized T-P profile is most prominently seen at the lowest pressures below ∼ 10 −5 bar where it is forced to be isothermal at about 2,900 K (Fig. 3) , whereas the radiative-convective models rise to temperatures exceeding 3,000 K. This results in isothermal blackbody emission at optical wavelengths (Fig. 2) , in contrast to the self-consistent model which shows prominent optical VO emission features. Furthermore, the retrieved VO abundances are probably biased towards large values, as the isothermal approximation at low pressures limits the emission contributions from those pressure levels. However, the H 2 O retrieved abundance and emergent spectra are expected to be less affected, as the contribution functions at these wavelengths are deeper in the atmosphere, where the parameterized retrieval T-P profile used for the retrieval is more accurate.
To help quantify the corresponding optical opacities needed to produce the observed stratosphere, we implemented the approach of refs 11 and 12, in which an arbitrary absorber was added throughout the atmosphere with grey opacity across the 0.43-1 μ m optical wavelength range. We assumed 1× and 15× solar elemental abundances, with gaseous TiO and VO opacities removed. With this set-up, a grid of models in radiative-convective equilibrium was generated for a range of heat recirculation factors and assuming the grey absorber had opacity κ of 0.002, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1, 0.2 and 2 cm 2 g −1
. All models exhibited stratospheres between pressures of 10 −2 bar and 10 −5 bar. Two examples with zero heat recirculation are plotted in Extended Data Fig. 4 , one for κ = 0.02 cm 2 g −1 and solar metallicity, and the other with κ = 0.06 cm 2 g −1 and 15× solar metallicity. Both show H 2 O in emission and reproduce the overall level of thermal emission measured in the WFC3 G141 bandpass, while over-predicting the flux measured in the 3.6 μ m IRAC bandpass. Validating the ATMO retrieval code. We benchmarked our ATMO retrieval and T-P profile parameterization code by applying it to the published thermal spectrum of WASP-43b 4, 47, 48 . Retrieval analyses performed on these data with the CHIMERA code 2,3 have previously indicated near-solar abundances of H 2 O along with a non-inverted T-P profile for the planetary atmosphere. We performed a retrieval with the same data and fit parameters as the CHIMERA study published in ref. 48 . The latter consisted of five parameters for the T-P profile and abundances for H 2 O, CO, CO 2 , CH 4 , NH 3 and HCN. For consistency, we turned off scattering in our retrieval analysis, as this was not included in the CHIMERA study. We also note that CHIMERA uses the HITRAN database 49 for many of the molecular opacities, including H 2 O, whereas ATMO primarily uses the ExoMol database 50 . We find good agreement with the retrieved T-P profiles and H 2 O abundance reported in ref. 48 (Extended Data Fig. 6 ). Code availability. Custom code used to extract the HST spectra from the raw data frames and custom code used to extract and analyse the Spitzer data are available upon request. Publicly available custom codes were used for the Gaussian process modelling (http://github.com/tomevans/gps) and eclipse signal modelling (http://github.com/tomevans/planetc), both of which are publicly available but not maintained in a user-friendly state. The HST light curve MCMC fitting was performed using the open source emcee code (http://github.com/ dfm/emcee). The MCMC retrieval analyses were performed using the publicly available package exofast (http://astroutils.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/exofast). The ATMO code used to compute the atmosphere models is currently proprietary. Data availability. Raw HST data frames are publicly available online at the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST; https://archive.stsci.edu). Raw Spitzer data frames are publicly available online at the NASA/IPAC Infrared Science Archive (IRSA; http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/Missions/spitzer. html). Reduced data products and models used in this study are available in Supplementary Information. Other coloured lines show model thermal spectra generated using the same T-P profile as for the best-fit model but with the opacity due to each molecule turned off one-by-one: VO off (blue line) and H 2 O off (green line). b, Absorption cross-sections for plausible gas-phase absorbers (colour coded, key at top right) across the WFC3 bandpass. Text labels in the key give the rescaling factors that have been applied to each cross-section to fit them on a single vertical axis, with the exception of the H 2 O cross-section which has not been rescaled. Note that the VO cross-section has been rescaled by a factor of 0.03, which is consistent with the abundance of VO relative to H 2 O inferred for the bestfit model (Extended Data Table 4 ).
letter reSeArCH extended data table 2 | WFC3 spectroscopic eclipse depths for WASP-121b
Secondary eclipse depths for each of the WFC3 spectroscopic channels obtained from the MCMC light curve analyses. Quoted values give the median of the MCMC samples with ranges either side encompassing ± 34% of the samples.
letter reSeArCH extended data table 4 | MCMC retrieval analysis results for WASP-121b
Quoted values give the median of the MCMC samples with ranges either side encompassing ± 34% of the samples.
